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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents a multi-physical dynamic fuel cell stack model. This model covers three major physical
domains: electrical, fluidic and thermal. The dynamic model in each domain is presented. The fuel cell
stack model is obtained by stacking method from a generalized single cell model, thus the spatial effect
through the stack can be modelled and observed. The stack model is validated temporally and spatially
vailable online 10 June 2010
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against a Ballard NEXA 1.2 kW 47 cells fuel cell stack. Then, the dynamic behaviour in each physical
domain is analysed. It can be approximated by a first order system, thus the expressions of time constants
in different domain are obtained. Finally, the fuel cell stack spatial non-homogeneity is analysed. From
the results, a fuel cell stack model reduction method is proposed in order to reduce the computation time
during simulations. The reduced fuel cell stack model is validated against the full model.
on-homogeneity
ynamic modelling

. Introduction

Fuel cells are one of the most promising candidates for the future
lean and zero-emission transportation system. Among the dif-
erent type of fuel cells, the proton exchange membrane fuel cell
PEMFC) is considered as the most adapted device for automotive
pplications, because of its low operating temperature, compact-
ess and environmental friendly by-product [1]. Although the PEM

uel cell has a great advantage compared to conventional energy
ources, its commercialization has not been achieved yet. Many
esearches have to be carried out and improvement are still needed
uch as performances, durability, and cost.

In mobile applications, one of the key features is the fuel cell
ynamic behaviour. In this kind of application, the fuel cell is usu-
lly operated under transient state, because the power demand is
ot always constant. In addition, the fuel cell is a complex elec-
rochemical system; its major physical domains cover electrical,
uidic and thermal. Thus, the dynamics in each domain should be
nalyzed in order to understand the dynamic behaviour of a fuel

ell stack.

In the literature many investigations dealing with the fuel cell
ynamic behaviour have been carried out. Krewer et al. [1] have

nvestigated the dynamic behaviour of a DMFC (direct methanol
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fuel cell) by introducing a set of dynamic models but only the volt-
age overshoot dynamic has been discussed. Yan et al. [2] proposed
a two-dimensional mass transport half cell model. Their results
demonstrate that the mass transport dynamic at cathode side is less
than 0.4 s in the fuel cell. Yan et al. [3] have investigated the fuel
cell transients from the experimental tests using different meth-
ods. They found out that the temperature has a significant effect on
the fuel cell performances. Iftikhar et al. [4] have proposed another
fuel cell dynamic model which lay on the use of non-integer deriva-
tives method. The highlight of their model is that it can predict
dynamic responses on a wide frequency range. Lemes et al. [5] have
developed a dynamic fuel cell system model including the fuel cell
auxiliaries; however, only the cell voltage dynamic has been anal-
ysed. Zou et al. [6] have investigated the fluid pressure dynamic
in the interdigitated flow field. The predicted results found that
the response time is generally quite fast. Wu et al. [7] have pro-
posed a two-dimensional, isothermal transient model to analyse
the fuel cell dynamic under different humidification conditions.
The thermal transients have not been considered in their work.
Methekar et al. [8] have developed a linear controller for fuel cell
with a model considering the thermal dynamics of the fuel cell.
Meng [9] has introduced a transient two-phase non-isothermal fuel
cell model in order to investigate the cell voltage and tempera-
ture dynamics. The conclusion has been made based on that the

heat transfer process has the most significant effect on transient
response, which affects the electrical and fluidic processes. Yalci-
noz et al. [10] have proposed an analytical model for air-breathing
PEM fuel cell, with temperature dynamics consideration. The tem-
perature effect is considered as the most important effect in fuel cell
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Nomenclature

Greek letters
˛ symmetry factor in electrochemical reaction
�S entropy change (J mol−1 K−1)
ı(x) layer thickness (m)
�act steady-state activation losses (V)
� thermal conductivity (W m−1 K−1)
�(z) membrane water content
�gas gas dynamic viscocity (Pa s)
�(x) density (kg m−3)
�dry membrane dry density (kg m−3)
� first order system time constant (s)

Roman letters
S layer section area (m2)
Cdl double layer capacitance (F)
Cp thermal capacity (J kg−1 K−1)
Dhydro hydraulic diameter (m)
Dij binary diffusion coefficient (m2 s−1)
D� membrane water diffusion coefficient (m2 s−1)
Ecell cell OCV voltage (V)
F Faraday constant (C mol−1)
h(x) heat transfert coefficient (W m−2 K−1)
H2O water activity
i stack current (A)
i0 exchange current density (A m−2)
J(x) liquid water mass flow rate (kg s−1)
L length (m)
M(x) molar mass (kg mol−1)
Mn membrane equivalent mass (kg mol−1)
n number of electron
P(x) pressure (Pa)
Q(x) heat flow rate (J s−1)
q(x) mass flow rate (kg s−1)
R ideal gas constant (J mol−1 K−1)
r membrane local resistivity (� m)
Re Reynold number
Rmem membrane electrical resistance (�)
s Laplacien variable
T(x) temperature (K)
V volume (m3)
V(x) specific voltage (V)
Vs fluid mean velocity (m s−1)
Subscripts
A anode
act activation
amb ambient
Back diff back diffusion
C cathode
cell single fuel cell
ch channels
cond conduction
contact contact area
CV control volume
drag electro-osmotic drag
ext external
fluid fluid
forced conv forced convection
gas gas
GDL gas diffusion layer
H2 hydrogen
H2O water
inlet gas inlet
mass convective mass flow

mem membrane
nat conv radia nature convection and radiation
O2 oxygen
ohm ohmic
outlet gas outlet
sat saturation
solid solid

sources thermal sources
tot total

performance. Sun et al. [11] have done several experimental tests to
explore the local current dynamics in the fuel cell. They found out
that the local current dynamics can be very different even though
the average current shows little dynamics. Other kinds of fuel cell
dynamic experimental tests have been introduced by Lee et al. [12];
their results show that the stabilization time is affected by the cell
temperature, the humidity and the voltage range.

The output voltage of a single cell is very low (about 0.4–1.0 V),
that is why, in order to achieve a high power output (about some
hundred watts in mobile devices and some kilowatts in automo-
tive applications) [13], several cells have to be connected together
to form a fuel cell stack. Each single cell in the stack has the same
physical structure, but under working conditions, the cells states
(temperature, voltage, pressures, etc.) can be different, because of
different geometry positions or boundary conditions. These differ-
ences can lead to a non-homogeneous distribution of these values
across the stack and decrease the fuel cell performances or even
its life-time. Thus, for a high power fuel cell stack, this kind of
non-homogeneity should also be considered.

Ju et al. [14] have developed a non-isothermal single fuel cell
model to investigate the thermal non-homogeneity in one cell. But
the fuel cell stack non-homogeneity has not been considered. Park
and Li [15] have developed a non-isothermal fuel cell stack model.
Different kinds of non-homogeneity in the stack have been dis-
cussed. Their results indicate that the effect of non-homogeneous
temperature is predominant on the cell voltage variance between
the cells voltages. Maharudrayya et al. [16] have presented the
flow non-homogeneous distribution and pressure drop in mul-
tiple U-type and Z-type flow pattern, from a three-dimensional
CFD simulation. The electrical and thermal domains have not
been discussed. Khandelwal et al. [17] have introduced a tran-
sient one-dimensional fuel cell stack thermal model to investigate
the heating strategies for cold-starts. From their results, the stack
non-homogeneous temperature effect can be well observed. Park
and Choe [18] have proposed a 20-cell stack dynamic model con-
sidering the temperature and two-phase effects. The temperature
non-homogeneity is observed in simulation especially at the first
and last 4 cells in the stack.

In this paper, a one-dimensional, dynamic, multi-physical fuel
cell stack model is presented. This model is validated temporally
and spatially against a commercial 1.2 kW fuel cell stack. From the
presented model, the fuel cell dynamic behaviours are analysed
through different domains. The fuel cell stack non-homogeneity is
discussed and then a reduction method for fuel cell stack modelling
is proposed. This spatially reduced model can be simulated much
faster than the original model keeping the same accuracy at the
same time. The original model and the reduced model can be used
for real-time simulation or hardware-in-the-loop applications [19].
2. Multi-physic fuel cell stack dynamic model

The mechanistic fuel cell stack dynamic model presented in
this paper is a generalized multi-physical, multi-cells PEM (proton
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Fig. 1. Fuel cell stack model structure.

xchange membrane) dynamic fuel cell model. The model covers 3
ajor physical domains in the fuel cell: electrical, fluidic and ther-
al. The entire stack model is obtained from stacking individual

ells together, as in a real stack. The model is based on a previous
ork presented in [20], with a dynamic modelling improvement

n the electrical domain. The model is briefly introduced in the fol-
owing sections. For a more detailed model description and a fully

odel experimental validation, the reader can refer to Ref. [20].

.1. Fuel cell stack model structure

The individual cell is modelled in three major physical domains
hat can be found in a fuel cell: electrical, fluidic and thermal. The
ntire fuel cell stack is modelled by stacking N individual cells
ogether. Every single cell model in the stack has the same phys-
cal model equations, but has different boundary conditions. The
oundary conditions of k th cell are obtained from the cell k − 1
nd the cell k + 1, as presented in Fig. 1.

Using this stacking structure, not only the temporal phenom-
na in a fuel cell, but also the spatial physical phenomena can be
btained. A fuel cell stack is always composed of single cells and
ach cell do not always has the same boundary conditions. Thus,
he spatial non-homogeneity can be investigated by using this kind
f real stack model.

.2. Improved cell electrical dynamic model

In the electrical domain, the electrochemical reaction takes
lace at the catalyst layer, where the electromotive potential and
ctivation losses occur. The hydrogen molecule is broken into two
rotons and two electrons at the anode side and the protons
igrate through the membrane to the cathode side where they

ombine with oxygen ions at the cathode catalyst layer to pro-
uce water. The proton migration through the membrane depends
n the membrane water content. This migration creates the most
ignificant resistive losses in the fuel cell.

In addition, at the cathode catalyst layer, the positive (protons)
nd the negative (electrons) charges form a capacitance layer at the
nterface of the reaction sites, generally known as the “double layer
apacitance”, leading to the dynamic effect in the electrical domain.

The single cell voltage output can be expressed as follows:

cell = Ecell − Vact − Vohm (1)

here Ecell is the single cell electromotive force (V), Vact the cell
ctivation losses at catalyst layer (V) and Vohm the cell resistive
osses (V).
The cell electromotive force can be obtained from the Nernst
quation ([21], p. 36):

cell = 1.229 − 0.85 · 10−3(T − 298.15) + R · T

2F
ln(

√
PO2 · PH2 ) (2)
rces 195 (2010) 7609–7626 7611

where T is the temperature of the cell (K), PO2 the oxygen pressure
(atm) at the cathode catalyst layer interface, PH2 the hydro-
gen pressure (atm) at the anode catalyst layer interface, R the
ideal gas constant (8.314 J mol−1 K−1) and F the Faraday constant
(96,485 C mol−1).

It should be noted that, the gas pressures used in (2) are the gas
pressures at the catalyst interface. These pressures are not the gas
pressures in the supply channels. In reality, the electromotive force
generation occurs in the catalyst layer. The pressures used in the
OCV computation should be the pressure in catalyst layer of the
reactants. The reactants pressures in gas channels are not equal to
those at catalyst layer interface when the fuel cell is running. This
is because the mass transport in GDL yields the individual pressure
drop of each reactant. These mass transport losses are well taken
into account in the present model, since the reactant pressures used
in Eq. (2) are the pressures at the catalyst layer interface from GDL
fluidic model introduced hereafter. Thus, the gas transport losses
into the GDL, generally known as “concentration losses” are implic-
itly taken into account in the fluidic model in the following section
and do not appear in (1). It should also be noted that, the Nernst
equation used for fuel cell OCV calculation in the present model
does not take into account the hydrogen crossover phenomenon.
The hydrogen crossover can lead to a lower OCV observed in the real
stack. Thus, the OCV calculated from the model is a little higher than
the real OCV observed in the fuel cell stack. However, the fuel cell
voltage and its OCV are also influenced by many other physical fac-
tors, such as temperature, gas pressures, and membrane resistance.
Thus this OCV difference due to the assumption would not be seen
significantly in the simulation results. Furthermore the hydrogen
crossover in fuel cells is highly dependent on the fuel cell utilization
time and membrane distortion, which can hardly be considered
in a fuel cell mechanistic model. Thus in the present model the
hypothesis that there is no hydrogen crossover was kept.

The cell static activation losses �act (V) can be obtained from the
Butler–Volmer potential equation ([22], p. 71):

i = i0 · S (e
˛nF
RT �act − e

−(1−˛)nF
RT �act ) (3)

where i is the stack current (A), S the catalyst layer section area (m2),
n the number of electrons involved in the reaction, ˛ the symmetry
factor and i0 the exchange current density (A m−2).

When �act is small, Eq. (3) can be simplified by a linear equation:

�act = R T

n F
· i

i0 S
(4)

When �act is large, Eq. (3) becomes the well-known Tafel equa-
tion:

�act = R T

˛nF
ln

(
i

i0 S

)
(5)

The dynamic activation losses voltage Vact (V) due to the “double
layer effect” in the electrical domain can be then expressed [23]:

d
dt

Vact = i

Cdl

(
1 − 1

�act
Vact

)
(6)

where Cdl is the single fuel cell double layer capacitance (F).
The cell resistive losses Vohm are mainly due to the membrane

resistance. These losses can be obtained by computing the mem-
brane resistance and the Joule’s law:

Vohm = Rmem · i = i

S

∫ ımem

0

r (Tmem, �(z)) dz (7)
where ımem is the membrane thickness (m) and r(T, �(z)) the mem-
brane local resistivity (� m).

From the local water content of the membrane �(z) given as
a function of the position on the z-axis (modeling axis) and the
temperature of the membrane Tmem (K), the membrane resistivity
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� m) expression was investigated experimentally and published
y Springer et al. in [24]:

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

e

[
1268·

(
1

Tmem
− 1

303

)]
0.1933

if 0 < �(z) ≤ 1

e

[
1268·

(
1

Tmem
− 1

303

)]
0.5193 · �(z) − 0.326

if �(z) > 1

(8)

.3. Cell fluidic dynamic model

In the fluidic domain, the supplied gases (hydrogen, air or oxy-
en) enter the gas channels of each cell in parallel. The hydrogen at
he anode side and the oxygen at the cathode side migrate through
he gas diffusion layer (GDL) to reach the anode and cathode cat-
lyst sites. The produced water migrates into the gas channels in
apour or liquid form.

The migration of gases through the GDL is mostly due to the
oncentration gradient at the two sides of the GDL. At the same
ime, the gas flow in the channels leads to mechanical losses (head
osses). All these phenomena lead to a pressure drop along the
hannels. The same phenomena can be also found in the cooling
hannels in each cell, but the pressure drop, in this case, is only due
o mechanical losses of the coolant fluid.

The water balance in the membrane is a key factor of the fuel cell
ptimal operation. The water flow through the polymer membrane
s mostly due to the electroosmotic and back diffusion phenomena.

The fluidic dynamic response of the fuel cell is generally due to
he gas pressure dynamics in the channels (cooling, cathode and
node) which are given by the mass balance equation:

MgasVCh

R T

(
d
dt

PCh

)
=

Ch∑
in/out

qfluid (9)

here Vch is the volume of the channels (m3), Mgas is the gas molar
ass (kg mol−1), Pcv is the gas pressure in the channels (Pa) and

fluid is the fluid mass flow (kg s−1) entering or leaving the channels.
The flows through the gas supply channels are considered to

e laminar flows. Thus the gas pressure drop in the channels due
o mechanical losses can be expressed using the Darcy–Weisbach
quation [25]:

P = 64
Re

· �ch L

2 Dhydro
V2

S (10)

here Dhydro is the channels hydraulic diameter (m), Vs the mean
uid velocity in the channels (m s−1), �ch the channels gas density
kg m−3), L the length of the channel (m) and Re, the fluid Reynolds
umber.

The Reynolds number can be calculated as [25]:

e = �chVS Dhydro

�gas
(11)

here �gas is the fluid dynamic viscosity (Pa s)
From the ideal gas law, the gas density �ch (kg m−3) in the fuel

ell channels can be obtained from the channels temperature Tch
K) and the gas pressure Pch (Pa) in the channels:

ch = MgasPch

R Tch
(12)
The mean fluid velocity can be calculated as follows:

s = qfluid

�chS
(13)

here S is the channels section area (m2).
rces 195 (2010) 7609–7626

From Eqs. (10)–(13), the gas mass flow rate at the inlet and the
outlet of the channels can be obtained:

qinlet = kf Pch(Pinlet − Pch)
qoutlet = kf Pch(Poutlet − Pch)

(14)

The coefficient kf is independent to the pressures:

kf =
S D2

hydroMgas

32 L R �gas Tch
(15)

The gas mass flow rate (kg s−1) through the gas diffusion layers
is directly related to the stack current, as described in the following
equations:

qO2 = MO2 i

4F
(16)

qH2 = −MH2 i

2F
(17)

qH2O,produced = −MH2O i

2F
(18)

The multi-gas diffusion of each species (oxygen, hydrogen,
nitrogen and water vapor) through the gas diffusion layers (GDL)
can be described by the Stefan–Maxwell equation [26]:

�Pi = ıGDL R T

Ptot S

∑
j /= i

Pi · (qj/Mj) − Pj · (qi/Mi)
Dij

(19)

where ıGDL is the GDL thickness (m), S is the GDL layer section area
(m2), Ptot is the mean gas total pressure (Pa) in the GDL layer, M
is the gas molar mass (kg mol−1), j stands for species other than
species i, and Dij is the binary diffusion coefficient between the
species i and j (m2 s−1).

In the membrane layer, the water content can be expressed as
[22]:

� =
{

0.0043 + 17.81 · aH2O − 39.85 · a2
H2O + 36 · a3

H2O [0 < aH2O ≤ 1]

14 + 1.4 · (aH2O − 1) [1 < aH2O ≤ 3]
(20)

where aH2O is the water activity, calculated from the partial water
vapor pressure PH2O (Pa) and the water saturation pressure Psat

(Pa):

aH2O = PH2O

Psat
(21)

The water balance in the membrane layer can be described by
two different phenomena: the electro-osmosic drag described by Eq.
(22), and the back diffusion described by Eq. (23)[22].

Jdrag = nsat

11
· �A + �C

2
· i

2 F
· MH2O (22)

Jback diff = �dry

Mn
· D� · �A − �C

ımem
· S · MH2O (23)

where nsat = 22 is the electro-osmotic drag coefficient for maxi-
mum hydration condition, �dry is the dry density of the membrane
(kg m−3),D� the mean water diffusion coefficient in the membrane
(m2 s−1), ımem is the membrane thickness (m), �A is the membrane
water content at the anode side, �C is the membrane water content
at the cathode side and Mn the equivalent mass of the membrane
(kg mol−1).

The total water mass flow (kg s−1) through the membrane can
be then expressed as follows:

q = J + J (24)
H2O,net drag back diff

The net membrane water mass flow can be computed from Eqs.
(22)–(24):

qH2O,net = kEO(�A + �C) + kBDD�(�A − �C) (25)
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Table 1
Ballard Nexa fuel cell stack.

Stack configuration

Fuel cell type PEMFC dead-end mode
Cell number in stack 47 cells
Fuel supply 99.99% dry hydrogen
Fuel supply pressure 70–1720 kPa
Air supply Air blower
Cooling Air fan cooled
Mass 13 kg
Life time 1500 h

Operating conditions and characteristics

Rated power output 1.2 kW
Current at rated power 46 A
Voltage at rated power 26 V
Voltage range 22–50 V
F. Gao et al. / Journal of Pow

here kEO and kBD, are two coefficients independent to the mem-
rane water content:

kEO = nsat MH2O i

44 F

kBD = �dry SMH2O

ımemMn

(26)

.4. Cell thermal dynamic model

During the fuel cell operation, heat is generated due to entropy
hanges from the electrochemical reaction. In parallel, the electrical
ctivation losses and resistive losses contribute also to the total
eat generation. The generated heat is conducted, by conduction or
uid convective flow, through different layers in the cell, and then
an be removed, by forced convection with coolant in the cooling
hannels or by radiation and by natural convection between the
uel cell bipolar plates surface and ambient air.

The thermal dynamic response of a fuel cell depends on the ther-
al capacity of each layer in the cell. This dynamic can be generally

escribed in a general form as:

(� V Cp)
dTCV

dt
= Q̇cond︸︷︷︸

conduction

+ Q̇forced conv︸ ︷︷ ︸
forced convection

+ Q̇nat conv radia︸ ︷︷ ︸
natural convection
and radiation

+ Q̇mass︸ ︷︷ ︸
convective
mass flow

+ Q̇sources︸ ︷︷ ︸
internal sources

(27)

here � is the mean layer volume density (kg m−3), V is the layer
olume (m3), Cp is the layer thermal capacity (J kg−1 K−1) and Q̇
tands for the different types of heat flows entering or leaving the
ayer volume (J s−1): conduction, forced convection, natural con-
ection, radiation, convective mass flow and internal sources of
eat.

The heat between solid materials layers in the fuel cell stack is
ransferred by conduction according to the Fourier’s Law [27]:

˙ cond = � Scontact

ı
(Tlayer1 − Tlayer2) (28)

here � is the material thermal conductivity (W m−1 K−1), S is the
ontact area (m2) and ı the material thickness (m).

The heat exchanges between the solid material and the fluid
ow (forced convection), such as cooling flow, cathode and anode
ows, can be described by the Newton cooling law [27]:

˙ forced conv = hforcedScontact (Tfluid − Tsolid) (29)

here hforced is the forced convection heat transfer coefficient
W m−2 K−1).

In addition, considering the fuel cell bipolar plate size and the
umber of cells in one stack, the heat exchanges due to the natural
onvection and radiation should be considered:

˙ nat conv radia = hnat radiaSext (Tamb − Tsolid) (30)

here hnat radia is the combined natural convection and radiation
eat transfer coefficients (W m−2 K−1), Sext is the external area of
he bipolar plate (m2), and Tamb is the external environment tem-
erature (K).

When the fuel cell stack is operating, different fluid flows can be
ound in the cell: gas transports through the gas diffusion layers,
he water flow through the membrane, the cooling flows entering
r leaving the channels, etc. These convective mass transports bring

n additional heat flow into each layer in the fuel cell:

˙ mass =
[∑

fluid

(qfluid · Cp,fluid)

]
(Tfluid − Tlayer) (31)
Ambient temperature 3–40 ◦C
Relative humidity 0–95 %
Heat dissipation 1.6 kW

When the fuel cell stack produces electricity from the electro-
chemical reactions, heat is also generated at the same time. The
main heat sources in the fuel cell are due to the irreversible losses
in the electrochemical reaction and the resistive losses from the
membrane resistance.

The main irreversible losses occur at the cathode catalyst layer
due to entropy change in the reaction and the activation losses.
These losses can be calculated as follows:

Q̇source1 = −i · T �S

2 F︸ ︷︷ ︸
entropy change part

+ i · Vact︸ ︷︷ ︸
activation part

(32)

where �S is the entropy change (J mol−1 K−1) during the electro-
chemical reaction.

The fuel cell internal resistance is generally due to the poly-
mer membrane resistance. When the protons pass through the fuel
cell membrane heat is generated from resistive losses due to the
membrane protonic resistance:

Q̇source2 = i2 · Rmem (33)

2.5. Experimental validation

The proposed multi-physical fuel cell stack model has been val-
idated temporally and spatially with a commercial Ballard Nexa
1.2 kW 47 cells fuel cell stack. The Nexa stack is supplied with pure
hydrogen and compressed air by means of a blower. The anode
channels are working in “dead-end” configuration. The entire stack
is cooled by forced air flow in the cooling channels.

The fuel cell stack configurations and operation conditions are
listed in Table 1.

For more detailed stack geometry parameters and physical
properties, including channels length, layer thickness, material
thermal conductivity and capacity, material density, please refer
to Ref. [20].

During the experimental procedure, the stack global physi-
cals, such as stack current, stack voltage, air outlet temperature,
cooling fan speed, has been obtained from the fuel cell stack
monitoring software provided by Ballard Company. In order to
validate at same time the stack model spatial physical distribu-
tion of cell voltage and temperature, 2 additional devices has been

used (see Fig. 2). For the measurement of individual cell volt-
age, a group of differential voltage sensors has been added to the
stack, the measurement is done in National Instrument LabView
environment. For the measurement of individual cell temperature
during operating, an infrared camera has been used to capture
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Fig. 2. Photo of the test bench.

n continuous the cell temperature evolutions in the operating
tack.

The experimental stack current profile between 2 A and 45 A
uring about 1300 s (21 min 40 s) is presented in Fig. 3. The same
tack current has been applied to the proposed fuel cell stack model,
n order to compare the simulation result with those of experimen-
ation.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, the 47 cells stack voltage can be predicted

y the model with a very good accuracy in the hole time range. In
rder to see more clearly the difference between the experimental
nd simulation results, the relative error analysis is presented in
ig. 5. It can be conclude that during the most part of time range,
he relative error of the presented model is less than 5%. The maxi-

Fig. 3. Stack current profile.
Fig. 4. Fuel cell stack voltage.

mum relative error observed does not exceed 10%. It has to be noted
that, the stack voltage from the model is obtained by adding the 47
individual cell voltages in the fuel cell stack model. Thus, the model
accuracy can be proved.

In addition, because every single cell in the stack has been mod-
elled individually, the single cell behaviour can be obtained from
the model. The 47 cells individual voltage distribution in the stack
at 507 s is given in Fig. 6. It can be concluded that the cell individual
voltage can also be well predicted spatially by the model.

The single cell temporal behaviour in the stack is shown in Fig. 7.
The middle cell (24th cell) voltage temporal result from the exper-
imentation has been compared to the model result. Thanks to the
model stacking structure, beside the stack overall voltage, the single
cell voltage in the stack can also be predicted accurately.

Fig. 8 shows the cathode air outlet temperature dynamic profile.
The experimental data measured by a temperature sensor at the
cathode channels outlet has been compared to the model predicted
results at the same position. From a large range of temperature, the

model results demonstrate a very good temporal dynamic accuracy
with the measured results. To state out the relative error of model
prediction, an error analysis is introduced in Fig. 9 and it can be
seen that the temperature prediction error is less than 5%.

Fig. 5. Voltage relative error analysis between the model and the experimentation.
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Fig. 6. Individual cell voltages at 507 s.

Fig. 7. 24th cell voltage in the stack.

Fig. 8. Cathode air outlet temperature (stack temperature).

Fig. 9. Air outlet temperature relative error analysis between the model and the
experimentation
Fig. 10. Measured stack temperatures variation.
As in the electrical domain, the individual cell temperatures can
be obtained from the proposed model. The spatial and temporal
evolutions of the 47 cells in the stack are shown in Fig. 10 (mea-
sured) and Fig. 11 (simulated). A detailed comparison at 137 s is

Fig. 11. Simulated stack temperatures variation.
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Fig. 12. Individual cell temperatures at 137 s.

iven in Fig. 12. Again, the results show good agreements between
he experimental and simulation data.

The proposed model can also predict many other stack physi-
als in the stack. For example, the prediction of the cathode air inlet
ressure from the air compressor is given in Fig. 13. In addition,
ome non-measurable physicals, such as membrane water mass
ows, reactant pressure at the catalyst interface, can be obtained

rom the fuel cell stack model. For, example, due to the membrane
hickness, the membrane water contents, which is a key factor of
he fuel cell performance, cannot be measured directly. These phys-
cals can somehow be obtained from the model, as shown in Fig. 14:
he middle cell (24th cell) temporal membrane water content pro-
le.

From the experimental results, it can be concluded that the pro-
osed model can predict the fuel cell stack temporal and spatial
ehaviours correctly.
.6. Improved electrical model comparison and discussion

The presented model in the section above is based on the work in
20]. However, compared to the model presented in [20], electrical

odel has been improved.

Fig. 13. Cathode air inlet pressure.
Fig. 14. 24th cell membrane water content.

In the present model, the activation loss formula has been
changed from empirical equation to Butler–Volmer mechanistic
equation. In addition, the dynamic double layer capacity effect has
been considered now in the present model.

In order to demonstrate the influence of these improvement on
the model results, a comparison of stack voltage behaviour between
model in [20] and present improved model is performed hereafter.

A step current from 35 A to 15 A were applied in the both models
as shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15 shows the stack voltage response from the model in [20]
and the model in this paper. From the figure, it can be conclude that,
as the electrical model in [20] is a steady-state model, the dynamic
response due to the double layer capacity can not be predicted. By
the results of present model, this dynamic phenomenon can last
1 s. Thus it is relatively significant in the stack voltage dynamic
behaviour. A detailed analysis of this dynamic will be presented
in the following section.

In the other side, the steady-state value of stack voltage has
a slight difference between two models. This difference is due to
the different equation used for activation loss expression. In [20],
an empirical equation is used. Four empirical parameters need
to be identified from specific fuel cell polarization curve. In the
present model, the activation loss is obtained from mechanistic
Butler–Volmer equation, thus the model does not need to be cali-
brated from empirical data.

From the points stated out above, it can be conclude that, the
present model has an important improvement in electrical domain
compare to the model in [20].

3. Fuel cell multi-physical dynamic phenomena

As described in the modelling sections, different dynamic
phenomena exist in electrical, fluidic and thermal domains. In
the electrical domain, the dynamic is due to the double layer
capacity at the catalyst interface. In the fluidic domain, the
dynamic is due to the channels volume and water balance
through the cathode and the anode. In the thermal domain, the
dynamic is due to the heat generation and the heat capacity of
materials.
Although these dynamics are all first order dynamic, their tem-
poral behaviour are quite different compared to each other. In order
to have a general understanding of these dynamics, different the-
ory analyses are performed in the following sections. The aim of
these analyses is to obtain the first order dynamic “time constant”
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time is about 0.6 s, which means that the electrical time constant
for the cell is about 0.15 s for this current profile.

The second test current profile is shown in Fig. 19.
The cell voltage dynamic response at 30 s is illus-

trated in Fig. 20. The transient time can be approximated
Fig. 15. (a) Step current from 35 A to 15 A. (b) Compa

nalytical expression in each domain as a function of the fuel cell
tack parameter.

.1. First order dynamic system: general form and time constant

In the Laplace domain, a general first order system can be
escribed as follows:

(s) = 1
1 + � · s

X(s) (34)

here X(s) is the system input signal, Y(s) is the system output
ignal, � is the first order system time constant and s is the Laplace
ariable.

In addition, if X(s) is a constant step signal, the final steady-state
alue of the Y(s) is the same than the step amplitude, which is noted
Final. Thus, Eq. (34) can be changed as:

(s) = 1
1 + � · s

· YFinal

s
(35)

Eq. (35) in the Laplace domain can be transferred to the time
omain, in the form of the following equation:

· d
dt

y(t) + y(t) = yFinal (36)

here y(t) is the temporal response of the physical system and yFinal
s the system final steady-state value.

Thus, if a first order dynamic physical system can be arranged
o the form of Eq. (36), the expression of the time constant of the
ystem can be easily deduced. It must be noted that the first order
ynamic system response time is about 4 times of the system time
onstant value.

.2. Electrical dynamic: double layer capacitance effect

In the electrical domain, the dynamic effect is due to the double
ayer capacitance in the fuel cell catalyst layer.

From Eqs. (1), (5) and (6), the cell voltage dynamic can be
xpressed:

dVcell

dt
= −dVact

dt
= i

Cdl

(
Ecell − Vcell − Vohm

�act
− 1

)
(37)

The cell voltage steady-state expression can be described as fol-
ows:
cell Final = Ecell − Vohm − �act (38)

Thus, the following equation form can be obtained:

�act · Cdl

i
· dVcell

dt
+ Vcell = Vcell Final (39)
between the model and the proposed model in [20].

The time constant expression in the fuel cell electrical domain
is:

�electrical = Cdl R T

˛nFi
ln

(
i

i0S

)
(40)

In the Ballard 1.2 kW fuel cell stack case, the double layer capac-
itance of the single cell is measured using experimental method.
The value of this capacitance is about 150 F m−2. From the Nexa
fuel cell stack characteristic data given in [20], the electrical time
constant in the Nexa fuel cell stack is found to be around 0.16 s.
Thus, the electrical transient time is about 0.64 s when current step
occurs.

In order to visualize the cell voltage electrical dynamic effect, 2
different current profiles have been applied to the Ballard 1.2 kW
fuel cell stack.

The first test current profile is shown in Fig. 16. A step change
from 0 A to 35 A is done at 10 s, and followed another step change
from 35 A to 15 A at 30 s.

The corresponding middle cell (24th cell in stack) voltage
dynamic responses at 10 s and 30 s are shown in Figs. 17 and 18.
From the figures, it can be concluded that the electrical transient
Fig. 16. 1st stack current test profile (during 40 s).
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Fig. 17. 1st test: middle cell voltage dynamic response at 10 s.

Fig. 18. 1st test: middle cell voltage dynamic response at 30 s.

Fig. 19. 2nd stack current test profile (during 60 s).
Fig. 20. 2nd test: middle cell voltage dynamic response at 30 s.

to 0.7 s, which gives a time constant value around
0.175 s.

These values are in agreement with the one found using the
analytical equation given in (40).

3.3. Fluidic dynamic: gas channels dynamic effect

In the fluidic domain, the first kind of dynamic is due to the gas
supply channels volume. Generally, in the fuel cell, in the cooling
and cathode side, the cooling and cathode channels inlet mass flow
rates and outlet pressures are known as they can be found using
geometrical parameters. The anode channels inlet pressure is also
known.

From Eqs. (9)–(14), the gas channels dynamic can be expressed:

dPch

dt
= R T

M V
(qinlet + kf · Pch(Poutlet − Pch)) (41)

In (41), the gas inlet mass flow rate and channels outlet pressure
are known.

Thus, the channels steady-state pressure expression can be cal-
culated:

Pch Final = Poutlet + qinlet

kf Pch Final
(42)

It must to be noted that this channels pressure equation is in
implicit form, because the steady-state channels pressure appears
in both side of the equation.

From (41), the general first order system equation (36) can be
approached:

M V

R T kf Pch

dPch

dt
+ Pch = Poutlet + qinlet

kf Pch Final︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pch Final

+ Pch Final − Pch

Pch
· qinlet

kf Pch Final︸ ︷︷ ︸
�ε

(43)

Compared to the final desired form, an additional error �ε
appears in (43). During the fuel cell operation, the fuel cell stack
channels pressure variation Pch is typically less than 5%:

Pch Final − Pch

Pch
· qinlet

kf Pch Final︸ ︷︷ ︸ ≤ 5% · qinlet

kf Pch Final
(44)
�ε

Thus, compared to the steady-state channels pressure expres-
sion in (42), this error is quite small and then can be neglected.
With this assumption, the cooling and cathode channels pressure
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dead-end mode, the anode channels water presence is only due
to the membrane water diffusion from the cathode to the anode.
Fig. 21. 1st test: cooling channels pressure dynamic response at 10 s.

ime constant in the fluidic domain can be obtained:

fluidic channels = 32 L2 �gas

D2
hydro Pch

(45)

The similar mathematical method can be applied to the anode
hannels. The anode channels pressure time constant has the same
orm of Eq. (45).

In the Ballard 1.2 kW fuel cell stack, from the fuel cell gas sup-
ly channels geometry and gas properties given in [20], the cooling
hannels pressure time constant is found to be around 8.14 �s, the
athode channels pressure time constant is about 6.92 ms and the
node channels pressure time constant is about 25.1 ms. The anode
ime constant is much bigger than the one at the cathode side,
ecause the anode supply channels are longer.

The time constants are validated in simulation. The first test
tack current profile (Fig. 16) is applied. For the Ballard 1.2 kW fuel
ell stack, the stack cooling air inlet mass flow rate depends linearly
n the stack current. Thus, the cooling channels pressure dynamic
esponses at stack current changes are shown in Figs. 21 and 22.
From these figures, the transient time of the cooling dynamic is
bout 40 �s, thus the pressure time constant for cooling channels
an be estimated to be 10 �s, which is very close to the theoretical
ime constant value found in (45).

Fig. 22. 1st test: cooling channels pressure dynamic response at 30 s.
Fig. 23. 1st test: cathode channels pressure dynamic response at 10 s.

At each current step change, the cathode channels pressure
dynamic response is given in Figs. 23 and 24. The corresponding
transient time can be approximated to 30 ms which is still in the
order of magnitude of the time constant calculated with (45).

At last, the anode channels pressure dynamic responses can be
found in Figs. 25 and 26. The anode channels pressure has a relative
long transient time, which is estimated to 0.12 s from the figures.

These values are in agreement with the ones found using the
analytical equation given in (45).

3.4. Fluidic dynamic: membrane water diffusion effect

In the fluidic domain, another kind of dynamic exists: the water
balance dynamic through the membrane.

The fuel cell type considered in this section is a cathode fully
hydrated; anode dead-end mode and pure dry hydrogen sup-
plied fuel cell, which is the most common fuel cell type. In the
With the anode channels volume, the vapour pressure rises when
the water flows into the anode channels through the membrane,
and decreases when the water flows out. Thus, the membrane

Fig. 24. 1st test: cathode channels pressure dynamic response at 30 s.
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Fig. 25. 1st test: anode channels pressure dynamic response at 10 s.

ater dynamic is due to the membrane net water flow and the
node channels gas volume. The membrane net water flow can be
alculated from the balance between the water vapour pressure dif-
erence at the cathode and the anode sides, and the stack current
lectro-osmotic drag.

From this consideration and using Eqs. (9) and (25), the follow-
ng equation can be obtained:

MH2O Vanode

RT
· dPH2O anode

dt
= −kEO(�A + �C) − kBDD�(�A − �C) (46)

With the assumption that the fuel cell cathode side is always
ully hydrated, the cathode side water content �C is constant.

To simplify (46), the derivative of anode side water vapour pres-
ure PH2O anode can be replaced by the derivative of the anode side
ater content �A, using a linear approximation for aH2O < 1, from

qs. (20) and (21):
dPH2O anode

dt
= Psat

9.5955
d�A

dt
(47)

Fig. 26. 1st test: anode channels pressure dynamic response at 30 s.
Fig. 27. 1st test: membrane water mass flow dynamic response at 30 s.

From (46), the steady-state anode water content value can be
calculated:

�A Final = kBDD� − kEO

kBDD� + kEO
�C (48)

Thus, the general form of the membrane water diffusion
dynamic equation can be using Eqs. (46)–(48):

Psat MH2O Vanode

9.5955 R T(kBDD� + kEO)
· d�A

dt
+ �A = �A Final (49)

With the expressions of the kBD and kEO, the membrane water
diffusion dynamic time constant in the fluidic domain can be
obtained:

�fluidic mem = Psat Vanode

9.5955RT
(

D� �dry S

ımemMn
+ nsat i

44F

) (50)

With the Ballard 1.2 kW fuel cell stack using the nominal oper-
ating temperature 338.15 K, the maximum power current 40 A,
the membrane properties [20] and membrane water contents, the
membrane water dynamic time constant is approximated from
0.0082 s to 0.12 s.

The membrane water mass flows for several current steps are
shown in the figures hereafter.

For the first test current profile (Fig. 16), the membrane water
mass flow rate at 30 s is shown in Fig. 27. With a large current value
and low stack temperature at start, the water diffusion transient
time is about 0.1 s.

With the second test current profile (Fig. 19), the membrane
water mass flow dynamic responses in the middle cell at 30 s and
50 s are shown in Figs. 28 and 29. From these figures, the corre-
sponding transient time can be estimated between 0.06 s and 0.1 s,
with different fuel cell operating conditions.

3.5. Thermal dynamic: stack thermal capacities

The fuel cell thermal dynamic is the most significant dynamic
in the fuel cell stack. This kind of dynamic can be relatively long,
because the cell components (bipolar plates, membrane, etc.) have

large thermal capacities and volumes.

In a single fuel cell control volume in the middle of the stack,
different thermal phenomenon can be identified: the internal heats
sources due to the electrochemical process and stack current; the
forced convection due to the cooling fluid mass flow; the natural
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Fig. 28. 2nd test: membrane water mass flow dynamic response at 30 s.

onvection and radiation due to the high temperature of the cell
uring operation. It has to be noted that, since the cells in the mid-
le of the fuel cell stack have almost the same temperature, the
onduction phenomena between the cells can be neglected.

From Eq. (27), the single cell level control volume thermal
ynamic equation can be expressed:

cell Vcell Cp
dTcell

dt
= Q̇sources + Q̇forced + Q̇nat radia (51)

In Eq. (51), each of the heat flows Q̇ should be expressed as a
unction of the Tcell.

In order to get the final linear system dynamic equation, the lin-
arization methods for the fuel cell operating temperature interval
293.15–343.15 K) are applied to the internal heat sources equa-
ions.
From Eqs. (3)–(8), (32) and (33), the linear expression of the heat
ources as a function of the cell temperature can be obtained:

˙ sources = ksources Tcell + i �act + 4.2 i2 kmem (52)

Fig. 29. 2nd test: membrane water mass flow dynamic response at 50 s.
Fig. 30. Cells temperature dynamic response at step current 44 A.

with:

kmem = ımem

(0.5193 � − 0.326) S
(53)

ksources = − i �S

2 F
− 0.011 i2 kmem (54)

In steady-state, the left hand side of (51) becomes zero. Using
(29) and (30), the expression of cell temperature Tcell in steady-state
can be calculated:

Tcell Final = (i �act + 4.2 i2 kmem + hforcedScontactTcoolant + hnat radiaSextTamb)
hforcedScontact + hnat radiaSext − ksources

(55)

Thus, the temperature dynamic in transient state can be
obtained in a general first order dynamic form:

�cell Vcell Cp

hforced Scontact + hnat radiaSext − ksources
· dTcell

dt
+ Tcell = Tcell Final (56)

Replacing ksources by its expression the cell level temperature
time constant in thermal domain can be obtained:

�thermal = �cell Vcell Cp(
hforcedScontact + hnat radia Sext + i �S

2 F + 0.011 ımem i2

(0.5193 �−0.326)S

) (57)

With the Ballard 1.2 kW fuel cell stack, using the fuel cell stack
properties data in [20], the fuel cell temperature transient time
constant in the thermal domain can be estimated between 37.15 s
and 124.3 s. Thus the cell temperature transient state can last about
497 s (8 min 17 s).

The figures below present the 10th, 20th and 30th cell tempera-
ture results with the stack current profile shown in Fig. 3. According
to Eqs. (31)–(33), when the stack current changes, the generated
heat in the fuel cell changes. The cell temperature varies during a
transient period in order to achieve to the new equilibrium point.
From the figures results, it can be concluded that the stack temper-
ature transient time for a current step change should be larger than
422 s as in Fig. 30 and larger than 221 s as in Fig. 31.

4. Fuel cell stack spatial non-homogeneity
Another important point in a fuel cell stack system is the spatial
non-homogeneity between the cells.

In a fuel cell stack, all cells have the same properties, such as
geometry and material. But during the stack operation, each cell has
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cell, which is shown by the temperature spike in each cell posi-
Fig. 31. Cells temperature dynamic response at step current 35 A.

ts own state conditions, such as voltage, channels pressures, tem-
erature, depending on the boundary conditions from the adjacent
ells.

Thus, the non-homogeneous effect through the fuel cell stack
an be observed experimentally as shown in Fig. 6 and Figs. 10–12.

.1. Spatial non-homogeneity analysis in different physical
omains

From the proposed model and stack current profiles presented
n Fig. 3, the non-homogeneity can be observed in each phys-
cal domain from the Ballard 1.2 kW fuel cell stack simulation
esults.

In electrical domain, the cell voltages and membrane resistances
on-homogeneity are illustrated in Figs. 32 and 33. The cells at
he beginning and at the end of the stack form a significant non-
omogeneous zone at different times, but the cells in the middle
f the stack are almost homogeneous. The homogeneous zone can

e observed from the 11th cell to the 38th cell in the stack (47 cells
verall).

The similar non-homogeneity can be also observed in the flu-
dic domain. The oxygen partial pressures in each cell cathode

Fig. 32. Cell voltages in stack at different times.
Fig. 33. Membrane resistances in stack at different times.

channels and the hydrogen partial pressures in the anode chan-
nels are given for different times in Figs. 34 and 35. In addition,
the spatial distribution of individual membrane water contents is
presented in Fig. 36. From the figures, the fluidic domain homo-
geneous zone can be decided from the 10th cell to the 37th
cell.

In the thermal domain, due to the stack low boundary tem-
perature conditions, the cells at the end of the stack have a lower
temperature compared to the middle ones. Depending on the cell
operating temperature (higher temperature with a higher power
output), the temperature homogeneous zone can be very different,
as shown in Fig. 37. It has to be noted that the temperature pro-
file shown in Fig. 37 is the detailed cell layer level temperatures
(remember that 1 cell has 10 single layers).

Since the electrochemical reaction takes place in the cath-
ode catalyst layer, this layer has the highest temperature in the
tions. From the results, the temperature homogeneous zone can be
defined from the 14th cell to the 38th cell in the stack (at t = 900 s).
However, in a general consideration, this homogeneous zone can

Fig. 34. Oxygen pressures in the channels at different times.
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Fig. 35. Hydrogen pressures in the channels at different times.

Fig. 36. Membrane water contents at different times.

Fig. 37. Detailed cell layers temperatures in stack at different times.
Fig. 38. Stack model reduction method.

be reasonable approximated from the 8th cell to the 43rd cell as for
time at 120 s.

5. Stack model spatial reduction method

5.1. Modelling considerations and stack model redecution method
On the one hand, from the analyses in the previous section, it
can be concluded that the cells at the end of fuel cell stack have
an important non-homogeneity in all physical domains. On the

Fig. 39. Cell voltages spatial comparison at 100 s.
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Fig. 40. Cell membrane resistances spatial comparison at 100 s.

Fig. 41. Stack voltage temporal comparison.

Fig. 42. Oxygen pressures in channels spatial comparison at 800 s.

Fig. 43. Membrane water contents spatial comparison at 800 s.
Fig. 44. Cathode inlet pressure temporal comparison.

other hand, most cells in the middle of the stack (homogeneous
zone) have almost the same physical states in electrical, fluidic and
thermal domains.

Thus, for modelling reduction purposes, since the cells in the
middle of the stack have the same behaviour during the simulation,
the k-cells in the homogeneous zone of the stack can be reduced
to a single equivalent cell in the model, and the cells at end of the
stack will be kept as full scale model, in order to predict accurately
the non-homogeneity effects in the stack, as shown in Fig. 38. The
results of this equivalent cell will be duplicated k times to give the
k cells outputs in the middle of the stack.

Since the homogeneous zone is quite large in a fuel cell stack,
with this reduction method, the simulation time can be signifi-
cantly reduced, and the accuracy of the model is still kept.

It has to be noted that, the determination of the homoge-
neous zone in the fuel cell stack can only be achieved empirically
from the full scale stack model simulation results. The full scale

model should be simulated at least once before to determine this
zone.
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Fig. 45. Cathode bipolar plates temperatures spatial comparison at 100 s.
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stack model can be simulated in real time. In the case of the Ballard
Fig. 46. Cell layers temperatures spatial comparison at 100 s.

.2. Comparison between the reduced stack model and full model

In the Ballard 1.2 kW fuel cell stack simulations, from the results
n the previous sections, the non-homogeneous zone of the stack

odel is decided to be the first 10 cells and the last 10 cells in the
tack. The 27 cells in the middle of the stack are considered to have
homogeneous behaviour in different physical domains.

Thus, the 47 cells stack model is reduced to a 21 cells stack model
uring the simulation, with 1 equivalent cell that represent 27 cells

n the middle of the stack. The simulation value results of this equiv-
lent cell are duplicated 27 times in order to have the overall 47 cells
esults.

In order to validate the proposed model reduction method, a full
cale stack model simulation and a reduced stack model simulation
ave been carried out with the same stack boundary conditions. The
omparison between the two models in different physical domains
s shown hereafter.
In the electrical domain, the model spatial comparison for the
ell voltages and membrane resistances are given in Figs. 39 and 40.
t can be seen that the cells in the homogeneous zone have almost
he same physical value.
Fig. 47. Cathode air outlet temperature temporal comparison.

The temporal comparison for the entire stack voltage is shown
in Fig. 41. The stack voltage of the reduced model is almost as the
same as the full scale model over 1 300 s.

In the fluidic domain, the spatial comparison is shown for t =
800 s. The individual cathode channel oxygen partial pressure are
given in Fig. 42. The membrane water content is illustrated in
Fig. 43. The results demonstrate a good agreement between the
reduced model and the full scale model. The slight error between
the results can be seen in the figures. This error is due to the homo-
geneous zone definition. In fact, for some physical state variables,
such as membrane water content, the choice for the first 10 cells
and the last 10 cells as non-homogeneous zone is not always per-
fectly correct. On the one hand, from the full scale model, it can
be noted that the non-homogeneous zone is larger than 20 cells.
But on the other hand, the relative error in the figures is less than
2% with the chosen homogeneous zone. The slight relative error
can be balanced by the gained time during the simulation with less
non-homogeneous cells. Thus, the results are acceptable.

A temporal validation for the cathode channels inlet pressure is
also given in Fig. 44. The results from the two models show a very
good agreement.

In the thermal domain, the reduced model is validated spatially
for individual cathode bipolar plate temperature and individual cell
layer temperature, as shown in Figs. 45 and 46. Again, it can be con-
cluded that the proposed reduced model has a very good accuracy
in the thermal domain compared to the full scale stack model. The
stack cathode air outlet temperature temporal prediction is shown
in Fig. 47. The maximum error of the reduced model is less than
0.5% over 1 300 s.

5.3. Reduced stack model advantages

The proposed model reduction method has two major advan-
tages for the fuel cell model development.

Firstly, the proposed method can accelerate significantly the
simulation speed keeping at the same time the model non-
homogeneity and the model accuracy as in the full scale model.
With the appropriate homogeneous zone choice between the
model simplicity and model accuracy, the reduced multi-physical
1.2 kW fuel cell stack model, the reduced model can be run 6 times
faster than the full scale model.

Secondly, the reduced model has much less simultane-
ous differential equations compared to the full model. Thus,
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he numerical stability of the mathematical solver can be
mproved.

. Conclusion

In this paper, a one-dimensional, multi-physical, dynamic fuel
ell stack model has been presented. The proposed model covers
major physical domains: electrical, fluidic and thermal. In each

omain, the corresponding dynamic physical model has been intro-
uced. The stack model is obtained by combining the individual
ell models. The stack model is validated temporally and spatially
gainst a Ballard Nexa 1.2 kW 47 cells fuel cell stack. The simulation
esults demonstrate a very good accuracy with the experimental
esults in different physical domains.

In the second part, a detailed fuel cell dynamic time constants
nalysis in electrical, fluidic and thermal domains has been pre-
ormed. The time constant formulation in each domain has been
iven explicitly. For the Ballard Nexa fuel cell stack, the voltage elec-
rical dynamic time constant is about 0.16 s. In the fluidic domain,
he cooling channels pressure time constant is about 8.14 �s, the
ne of the cathode channels is about 6.92 ms and about 25.1 ms
or anode channels. On the other hand, the membrane water dif-
usion time constant can be estimated between 0.0082 s and 0.12 s
epending on the membrane water contents. The most significant
ime constant has been found to be in the thermal domain. For the
allard fuel cell stack, the cell temperature dynamic time constant

s estimated to be between 37.15 s and 124.3 s. These values can give
general idea of the fuel cell dynamic transient time consideration.

Beside the dynamic analysis, the non-homogeneity across the
uel cell stack has also been discussed. From the model results, a
ovel stack model spatial reduction method has been proposed in
rder to reduce the simulation time. The spatial reduced models
esults have been compared to the full model results. The compar-

son demonstrates that the reduced model can predict the entire
tack behaviour with a great accuracy, but with much less simu-
ation time. This kind of reduction method can be applied in order
o achieve real time simulations, for example in Hardware-in-the-
oop applications.
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